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Cohesive laws of behavior: CZM_xxx_xxx 
and piloting of the loading

Summary:

Cohesive laws of behavior:

• CZM_EXP_REG (Cohesive Exponential Model Zone Regularized) 
• CZM_LIN_REG (Cohesive Linear Model Zone Regularized) 
• CZM_OUV_MIX (Cohesive Zone Model Opening based on a Mixed formulation)
• CZM_EXP_MIX (Cohesive Exponential Model Zone based on a Mixed formulation)
• CZM_TAC_MIX (Cohesive Zone Model Heel-Curnier based on a Mixed formulation)
• CZM_TRA_MIX (Cohesive Zone Model Trapezoid based on a Mixed formulation)
• CZM_FAT_MIX (Cohesive Model Zone Tires based on a Mixed formulation)

allow to model the opening of a crack by taking account of a force of cohesion between the lips of this
one. An energy of surface makes it possible to take into account the energy cost of the opening of the
crack.  The latter  is  represented by finite  elements  of  joint  for  the  two  first  and interface  for  the
following ones.

The law of  behavior  CZM_LAB_MIX (Cohesive Zone Model Steel-concrete Connection based on a
Mixed formulation) in addition allows to model the slip of the steel reinforcements compared to the
concrete within a structure.

We present here the form of  energy and the cohesive law which in drift  according to the jump of
displacement as well as the internal variables of the model. The existence of instabilities during the
propagation of cracks requires a piloting by the elastic prediction which one presents the elements
specific to these laws.
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1 General information on the cohesive laws

In brittle  fracture, to raise the problem of  infinite constraints in bottom of  crack, one can introduce
forces of  cohesion which force a criterion of  starting in constraint (see (3).  The forces are exerted
between the particles on both sides of the plan of separation of the crack (see figure 1). Historically,
one of the first to propose this kind of approach is Barenblatt (1 at the beginning of the Sixties. Based
on this idea, of many models came out in the literature under name: “Model of cohesive zones” or
English CZM. For a bibliography one can refer to (5.

Figure 1 : Diagram of a crack.

It is considered that the opening of the crack costs an energy proportional to its length. It is called
energy  of  surface  which  one notes   .  The field  of  displacement  to  balance  u  is  obtained by

minimizing the sum of elastic energy   energy of surface, and work of the external efforts W ext. :

min
u

W ext   

The surface of discontinuity is discretized in 2D or 3D by finite elements of joint (see documentation:
R3.06.09) or by finite elements of interface (in this case the problem is brought back to a search for
point saddles, to see R3.06.13). The jump of displacement in the element   is a linear function of

nodal displacements. The force1 of cohesion which is exerted on the lips of the crack is noted  , it is
defined by the derivative of the density of energy of surface compared to the jump of displacement. 
One calls cohesive law a relation enters   and the jump of displacement  . 
The parameters materials of the model are: 
• the tenacity or density of critical  energy of noted surface  Gc  (keyword  GC) who translates the

energy cost of cracking; 

• and the constraint criticizes with the noted rupture  C  (keyword  SIGC).  In the cohesive laws
CZM_xxx_REG that one presents in the following part, these parameters can depend on a field of
temperature.

In addition, laws CZM_xxx_REG depend on two adimensional digital parameters:  PENA_ADHERENCE
and PENA_CONTACT. The first controls the regularization of the energy of surface (or penalization of
adherence), the second the penalization of the contact. 

Laws CZM_xxx_MIX also depend on two digital parameters PENA_LAGR and RIGI_GLIS. The first is
a coefficient of penalization of Lagrangian and the second determines the rigidity of the slip (only for
the law CZM_OUV_MIX). The law dedicated to the ductile rupture  CZM_TRA_MIX is in the shape of
trapezoid. To define this form two parameters are introduced adimensional additional. They positive

1  force per unit of area, homogeneous with a constraint.
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and strictly  lower  than  1,  are  baptized  COEF_EXTR like  extrinsic2 to  determine  the  slope  in  the
beginning (with the choice infinite or not) and  COEF_PLAS like plastic to determine the end of  the
plastic plate. 
Us will give a detailed definition of the parameters in the following parts.

Note:

The following notations are adopted:  n  indicate the normal on the surface of cracking and t
and   directions of slip in the plan of the crack. For any vector  x  one notes: 

x= xnn x t t x ; 〈x 〉+=〈xn 〉nx t t x ;

∥x∥=x⋅x ; ∥x∥+=〈x 〉+⋅〈x 〉+
 with 〈x 〉i=sup x i ,0  

2 Definition of the cohesive laws CZM_xxx_REG

In this part one presents the energy of surface   as well as the vector forced  who results from this
for the cohesive laws CZM_EXP_REG and CZM_LIN_REG. The irreversibility of cracking is formulated
same manner for each one of them. In addition, these laws are based on the model of joint which
requires the regularization of energy. The latter is carried out by penalization of adherence.

2.1 Energy of surface

The energy  of  surface  ,  definite  on a  discontinuity   ,  depends on the  jump  of  displacement

between  the  lips  of  the  crack:    and  of    variable  interns  threshold  which  manages  the
irreversibility of cracking. The latter memorizes the greatest standard of the jump reached during the
opening. Its law of evolution between two successive increments of loading - and + is written: 


+
=max - ,∥∥+  

The energy of surface is in the following way defined: 
 

 ,=H ∥∥+− dis ∥∥+ [1−H ∥∥+−] lin∥∥+ ,I
ℝ+
n  

with  H  function  of  Heaviside  and  Iℝ+
 indicating  function  translating  the  condition  of

noninterpenetration of the lips of the crack: 

 I R  n ={∞ si n0

0 si n ≥0
 

 
Note:

In the standard of  the jump,  one takes the positive part  of  the normal  jump.  That  makes it
possible to make sure that, during the penalization of the contact, a negative normal jump cannot
contribute to make evolve the threshold (i.e to dissipate energy). 

According to the value of the threshold, the energy of surface will be worth  dis   or  lin . In the first
case one will  speak about dissipative  mode (dissipation of  energy during cracking),  in the second
linear case of mode (discharge or linear refill  without dissipation of energy). One can write the two
forms of energy in the following way: 
 

2 in connection with the name given in the literature to the laws czm whose slope in the beginning is not infinite
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  dis∥∥+=∫ dis∥∥+d   and  lin∥∥+ ,=∫  lin∥∥+ ,d 
   
with  dis  and  lin  densities of energy of surface. 

Let us present in detail the values of these densities for each cohesive law.

  
2.1.1 Density of energy of surface in linear mode

If  an existing crack evolves  without  dissipating energy (i.e.  ∥∥+ ),  the element  is in a linear
phase (load or discharge), the threshold does not evolve. One chooses a density of quadratic energy
function of the standard of the jump: 

 lin∥∥+ ,=1
2

P ∥∥+
2
C 0  (1)

The function P  depends on the cohesive law:

CZM_EXP_REG: P=
c


exp −c

Gc

  (2)

CZM_LIN_REG: P={c 1 −
c

2Gc
  si ≤2Gc /c

0  si ≥2Gc /c

 (3)

The function P  allows to ensure the continuity of the derivative of  in   (i.e the continuity of the

vector forced in the element from one mode to another) and  C0  constant allowing to ensure the

continuity of   in  .

2.1.2 Density of energy of surface in dissipative mode

In dissipative  mode,  (case where  ∥∥+≥ ),  one chooses a density  of  energy of  surface of  the
following form:  

CZM_EXP_REG: dis ∥∥+=G x [1−exp − c

Gc

∥∥+]  (4)

CZM_LIN_REG: dis∥∥+={
−c

2

4Gc

∥∥+
2 c∥∥+  si ∥∥+≤2Gc /c

Gc  si ∥∥+≥2Gc /c

 (5)
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Figure 2 : Density of energy of surface according to the standard of the jump of displacement,
 law CZM_EXP_REG on the left and law CZM_LIN_REG on the right.

Density  of  energy  of  surface  dis  is  not  derivable  compared to    in  zero.  To circumvent  this
problem  and  to  preserve  a  local  treatment  of  the  conditions  of  opening,  one  is  carried  out
regularization of the latter in the vicinity of zero. It is considered that the internal variable    is not

worthless for a healthy element, note 0  its initial value. The energy of surface to starting, instead of

being worth   ,0= dis ∥∥+  will be worth   ,0= lin∥∥+ ,0  as long as the standard

of the jump will be lower than 0 . One represents the density of energy of surface on Figure 2. This

one  corresponds  to  a  quadratic  function  of  the  jump  in  the  vicinity  of  zero  then,  beyond  0

corresponds to the density of energy of the dissipative mode.

The regularization introduces an additional parameter into the model. The initial value of the threshold
noted 0  is in the following way defined: 

0=
Gc

 c

PENA_ADHERENCE 

where PENA_ADHERENCE is the parameter of Code_Aster entered by the user.

Note:

The regularization of energy in zero makes it possible to define a constraint in the element of
joint in starting. Physically in other words, as soon as the constraint goes   to increase, a
small jump will appear. The softening behavior will be carried out only when the standard of
the jump in the element exceeds 0  , before the joint behaves as a spring. 

2.1.3 Density of energy of surface of penalization 

The indicatrix  gives an account of the condition of not-interpenetration of the lips of the crack. It is
numerically approximate by a function of penalization   pen  continue which tends “quickly” towards
the infinite one when the normal jump becomes negative. Thus, the minimization of energy excludes
the cases where the edges of the joint tend to interpenetrate in an important way. One chooses:

Iℝ+
⋅n= pen⋅n =

1
2

C 〈⋅n 〉-
2
C 0  (6)

with C  constant defined in the paragraph 2.2.3 and C0 arbitrary constant which does not intervene in
the writing of the cohesive law (see following part).

2.2 Vector forced

The vector forced in the noted element  is equal to the sum of the derivative of the density of energy
of surface and density of energy of penalization compared to the jump.
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=H ∥∥+−  dis[1−H ∥∥+− ]  lin pen  
(7)

Figure 3 : Vector normalizes forced according to the standard of the jump,
 law CZM_EXP_REG on the left, law CZM_LIN_REG on the right.

One represents the standard of the vector forced according to the standard of the jump on figure  3.
The arrows represent the possible direction of  evolution of  the constraint according to whether the
process of opening is reversible (linear mode) or not (dissipative mode). With starting, the element
behaves in a linear way with an important slope (regularization),  then with a lenitive  behavior. The
slope in zero is controlled by the initial value of the threshold 0 .

2.2.1 Vector forced in linear mode
 
The vector forced in linear mode is written (see figure 3): 

 lin=
∂ lin

∂
=P   (8)

 and the tangent module:

∂  lin

∂
=P H ⋅n 0

0 1  (9)

with P  defined by (2) or (3) according to the cohesive law. 

2.2.2 Vector forced in dissipative mode 

The vector forced in dissipative mode is written (see figure 3): 

CZM_EXP_REG:  dis=
∂dis

∂
= c



∥∥+

exp −c

Gc

∥∥+  (10)

CZM_LIN_REG:  dis=
∂dis

∂
={ c  1

∥∥+

−
c

2Gc
  si ∥∥+≤2Gc /c

0  si ∥∥+≥2Gc /c

 (11)

and the tangent module:

CZM_EXP_REG:
∂  dis

∂ 
=c [ Id∥∥+

−


∥∥+

⊗


∥∥+
 c

Gc


1
∥∥+

]exp − c

G c

∥∥+  (12)
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CZM_LIN_REG: 
∂  dis

∂
={

c

∥∥+
[1−  c

2Gc

∥∥+ Id− 

∥∥+

⊗


∥∥+
]  si ∥∥+≤2Gc / c

0  si ∥∥+≥2Gc / c

 (13)

  
2.2.3 Vector forced of penalization

  
The vector forced of penalization is written: 

 pen=
∂ pen

∂
=C 〈⋅n 〉+0   (14)

and the tangent module:

∂  pen

∂
=C H −⋅n 0

0 0  (15)

  

Figure 4 : Normal cohesive constraint according to the normal jump (case of an opening in pure mode
I)

The value of the slope of penalization C  is given by the relation:

C=P   PENA_CONTACT P 0P   
(16)

with P  defines by (2) or (3) according to the cohesive law. The digital  parameter  PENA_CONTACT,
entered by the user, allows to exploit the slope of the penalization of the contact (see figure  4). This
last is worth by default  1, that  corresponds if  the slope of  the contact  is identical  to  that  of  initial
adherence. If one chooses a value higher than 1, one increases the penalization. If 0 are chosen, the
penalization is identical to the slope of the current elastic discharge.

2.3 Internal variables

Laws CZM_EXP_REG and CZM_LIN_REG each one nine internal variables have. From the point of view
of the law of behavior, only first is stricto sensu an internal variable. The others provide indications on
the state of the joint to a given moment.
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Identical internal variables for the two laws:

V1= : threshold in jump (greater standard reached).

V2  : indicator of dissipation =0  if linear mode, =1  if dissipative mode.
V5=V4×G c  : value of dissipated energy (see figure 5).

V7=n  : normal jump, V8=t  tangential jump, V9=   tangential jump (no one in 2D).

Internal variables for   CZM_EXP_REG    : 

V3 : indicator of damage =0   if healthy material ( =0 ) =1 ,  if damaged material ( 0 ),

V4=1−1 c

2G c

 exp−c

Gc

  : percentage of dissipated energy. 

V6=
1
2
∥∥+

2 c


exp −c

Gc

  : value of current residual energy. 

Internal variables for   CZM_LIN_REG    : 

v3 :  indicator  of  damage =0   if  healthy  material  ( =0 ) =1 ,  if  damaged  material  (

02Gc /c ), 2  if broken material ( ≥2Gc / c ).

4 2
c

c
v

G
  : percentage of dissipated energy. 

V6=
1
2
∥∥+

2
 c 1


−
 c

2 Gc
  : value of current residual energy (see figure 5). 

Figure 5 : Representation of energies for the law CZM_LIN_REG.

Notice :

One saw that for the needs for the regularization of energy, the initial threshold 0  (threshold for

a healthy element) is not null. That thus implies that dissipated energy (variable internal V5  ) is
not worthless for a healthy element. That does not have physical reality, this internal variable has
meaning only once the crossed initial threshold: 0 . 

3 Definition of the cohesive laws CZM_xxx_MIX
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These laws are intended:
• with brittle or quasi-fragile fracture (monotonous loading) for CZM_OUV_MIX, CZM_TAC_MIX,

and  CZM_EXP_MIX. The  exponential  form  of  the  law  CZM_EXP_MIX is  well  adapted  to
represent the rupture of the concretes. 

• with the ductile rupture for CZM_TRA_MIX , 
• with tiredness (cyclic loading) for CZM_FAT_MIX, 
•  with the degradation of a steel-concrete interface for CZM_LAB_MIX. 

In this part one presents the energy of surface   as well as the vector forced   for each one of
them, then digital parameters and internal variables. The irreversibility of cracking is formulated same
manner for the first four laws and CZM_LAB_MIX (of Heel-Curnier type with vertical discharge (6)) For
CZM_FAT_MIX, it is Basée on the office plurality of opening during cycles. 
The mixed formulation Lagrangian increased makes it possible to be freed from the regularization of
the energy of  surface. This makes it  possible to model the perfect adherence of  the interface in a
healthy state. For more information on the model of interface (*_INTERFACE and *_INTERFACE_S),
the reader can refer to R3.06.13 documentation.

3.1 Cohesive laws for brittle fracture CZM_OUV_MIX , CZM_TAC_MIX and
CZM_EXP_MIX 

3.1.1 Energy of surface

The energy  of  surface  ,  definite  on a  discontinuity   ,  depends on the jump  of  displacement

between the lips of the crack:   and of   variable interns threshold which manages the irreversibility
of cracking. The latter memorizes the greatest standard of the jump reached during the opening. Its
law of evolution between two successive increments of loading - and + is written: 

 


+
=max- ,∥∥  

 
The energy of surface is in the following way defined: 

  ,=∫  ,d   (17)

with the density of energy of surface: 

 ,=max ∥∥,I
ℝ

+n  

where I
ℝ

+  indicating function translating the condition of noninterpenetration of the lips of the crack:

I
ℝ

+  n={∞  sin0

0  si n≥0
 

and   density of in the following way definite cohesive energy:
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CZM_TAC_MIX: ∥∥={
− c

2

4G c

∥∥c∥∥  si ∥∥≤2 Gc /c

Gc  si ∥∥≥2 Gc /c

 (18)

CZM_OUV_MIX: 
ψ(δn)={

−σc
2

4G c

δn
2
+σcδn  si δn≤2Gc /σc

G c  si δn≥2Gc /σc

ψ(δT)=
1
2

C δT
2 T=t  ou τ

 (19)

CZM_EXP_MIX: 

ψ(δn)={−G c exp(−δn

σc

G c

)  si δn≤3.2Gc/σc

G c  si δn≥3.2Gc/σc

ψ(δT)=
1
2

C δT
2 T=t  ou τ

Note: 
• C depends on a digital parameter selected by the user (see part 3.4 ) 
• For the law  CZM_OUV_MIX dissipation is controlled only by the normal opening,  the

evolution  of  the  threshold  is  thus  stricto  sensu  defined  in  the  following  way:


+
=max- , n

• The length of the cohesive zone being longer for the law CZM_EXP_MIX that for other
laws CZM of interface, an increase amongst mesh or in the coefficient of penalization is
necessary to obtain a solution. 

Figure 6 : Density of energy of surface according to the standard of the jump of displacement,
 laws CZM_TAC_MIX.

The law CZM_OUV_MIX a behavior softening in opening and “rubber band” in mode of slip has while
CZM_TAC_MIX (figure 6) couple softening in the three modes of rupture. The first does not model the
dissipation of energy that in mode I. It is intended for the typical case of a modeling in pure mode of
opening for which one wishes to impose a condition of symmetry on the lips of the cohesive finite
elements which carries it (elements of interface). Second is valid in the other cases.

3.1.2 Vector forced

The energy  of  surface defined previously  is  not  derivable  in  the  following  cases:  =0  (perfect

adhesion before starting), n=0  (contact) and ∥∥=  (vertical discharge of Heel-Curnier type). The
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noted vector  forced    is  then defined like  pertaining  to  under differential  (generalization  of  the
concept of derived) of the density of energy of surface.

∈∂  (20)

This unit  coincides with the derivative  at the points where this one is derivable  and with a set of
derivative directional possible in the contrary case. For more details one will refer to Doc. R7.02.13 of
the elements of interface. Let us give here the values taken by this whole in the various cases for the
law CZM_TAC_MIX:

• Perfect adhesion before starting ( =0  and =0 ) :

∂ ={x∈ℝ3 ;∥x∥+≤c}  

• Load/ Discharge return to zero ( ∥∥ ) and condition of contact: 

∂  ={x nn ; x n≤0  et n≥0  et x nn=0}  

• Load/ Vertical discharge ( ∥∥=0 ) and condition of contact: 

∂  ={x nn ; 0≤≤
 ' 


 et x n≤0 et n≥0  et xn n=0}  

• Damage, rupture ( ∥∥ ) and condition of contact: 

∂  ={x nn
 ' ∥∥

∥∥
 ; x n≤0  et n≥0  et xnn=0}  

For the law  CZM_OUV_MIX ET the law  CZM_EXP_MIX, the modes are uncoupled, one can clarify
under differentials (whole of scalars) in the following form:

Mode I:
- Adhesion before starting ( =0  and n=0 ) : 

∂n={xn∈ℝ ; xn≤ c}  

• Load / Discharge return to zero ( n ) and condition of contact: 

∂ n={xn ; xn≤0  et n≥0  et xnn=0}  

• Load / Vertical discharge ( n=0 ) : 

∂ n={n ;0≤≤
 ' 


}  

• Damage and rupture ( n ) : 

∂ n={ '  n}  

Mode II or III: 
• Behavior rubber band: 

∂T ={ ' T } ,  T = t  ou   

One details here the two laws by adopting a more usual writing.

1. Law CZM_OUV_MIX :
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n {
={ c1− n

 c

2G c


0

 si n≤2G c / c  ( endommagement )

 si  n2 Gc /c  (rupture ) ou 0n  (retour à zéro)

∈]−∞ , c ]  si  n=0 et =0  ( adhésion et contact ) 

∈]−∞ ,0 ]  si  n=0 et 0  ( contact ) 

∈] 0, c1− c

2Gc
]  si  n=  ( charge / décharge verticale ) 

 

T=C T  où T=t  ou  ( comportement élastique)  (see 3.4 for the definition of C )

A chart is given figure 7. 

 

Figure 7 : Normal component of the vector forced according to the normal jump for the law
 CZM_OUV_MIX (threshold   no one on the left and positive on the right).

2. Law CZM_EXP_MIX

σn{
={σ c exp (−δn

σc

Gc

)

0

 si κ< δn≤3.2G c /σc  ( endommagement )

 si δn> 3.2G c /σc  (rupture ) ou 0< δn< κ  (retour à zéro)

∈]−∞ ,σ c ]  si δn=0  et κ=0  ( adhésion et contact ) 
∈]−∞ ,0 ]  si δn=0  et κ> 0  ( contact ) 

∈] 0,σ c exp (−κ
σc

G c

) ]  si δn=κ  ( charge / décharge verticale ) 

 

T=C T  où T=t  ou  ( comportement élastique)  (see 3.4 for the definition of C )

A chart is given figure 8.
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In the cases where energy is derivable, the tangent module is easy to determine. Let us give the value
of this last for the phases of damage and rupture: 

CZM_TAC_MIX  : 
∂ 

∂
={
c

∥∥ [1−c

2Gc

∥∥Id−∥∥⊗∥∥ ]  si ∥∥+≤2G c /c

0  si ∥∥≥2G c /c

 

CZM_OUV_MIX  :  
∂ n

∂n

={− c
2
/2 Gc  si n≤2 G c/ c

0  si n≥2 G c/ c

CZM_EXP_MIX  :  
∂σn

∂δn

={−σ c
2/Gc exp(−δn

σ c

G c

)  si δn≤3.2G c/σ c

0  si δn≥3.2G c/σ c

3.2 Cohesive law for the ductile rupture CZM_TRA_MIX

3.2.1 Energy of surface

The energy of  surface   ,  definite  on a discontinuity   ,  depends on the jump of  displacement

between the lips of the crack:   and of   variable interns threshold which manages the irreversibility
of cracking. The latter memorizes the greatest value of the normal jump reached during the loading.
We will give more in detail his evolution in the following part.  The energy of surface is in the following
way defined: 

  ,=∫  ,d   (21)

with the density of energy of surface: 

 ,= max n , I
ℝ

+n  

where I
ℝ

+  indicating function translating the condition of noninterpenetration of the lips of the crack:
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I
ℝ

+ n={∞  si  nres

0      si  n≥ res

 with res  residual jump of contact defines in the part 3.2.2.

If cracking did not evolve3 (healthy material), the residual jump of contact is null and   the density of
cohesive energy is in the following way defined:

CZM_TRA_MIX: 
 n={

c

 n
2

2e

 si 0= res≤ n≤ e≠0

c n−
e

2
  si  en p

c

2
 n− c

2

 p− c
G c  si  p≤nc

Gc  si  n≥ c

T =
1
2

C T
2 T=t  ou 

 (22)

jump critical c  is deduced from the other parameters in the following way: c=2G c / c e− p  ,

parameters  e  and  p  allow to determine the form of energy (see figure 8) and thus the form in
trapezoid of the cohesive law (figure 9). 

 Figure 8 : Density of energy of surface according to the jump of normal displacement,
 law CZM_TRA_MIX . 

In  practice  in  Code_Aster,  the  user  informs  adimensional  parameters  which  correspond  to  a
percentage of the critical jump. They positive and strictly lower than 1, are baptized COEF_EXTR  like
extrinsic 4 to determine the slope in the beginning ( with the choice: infinite or not ) and COEF_PLAS
like plastic to determine the end of the plastic plate of the law: 

 e  = COEF_EXTR. c  

  p  = COEF_PLAS. c  

3 we will not detail here the form of this energy if cracking evolves, that will be carried out in detail for the cohesive constraint which in
drift in the part 3.2.2.
4 E xtrinsèque in connection with the name given in the literature to the laws czm whose slope in the beginning is not infinite. 
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The critical  jump is  thus deduced from  the four  parameters material  provided by the user in  the
following way: 
 

 c=
2Gc

 c1−COEF_EXTRCOEF_PLAS 
 

It is noticed that to ensure the shape in trapezoid it is necessary to have the condition:  COEF_EXTR
lower than COEF_PLAS . One authorizes however that these two coefficients are equal what leads to
the shape in triangle. Moreover they must be strictly lower than 1 in order to guarantee the unicity of
the local solution. 
If one is chosen COEF_EXTR no one, the first line of ( 22 ) ESt more relevant and if one also chooses
COEF_PLAS no one, the second line is not useful any more. This case makes it possible to fall down
on the energy of the fragile law CZM_OUV_MIX (see part  3.1.1 ). The irreversibility for the contact is

however different. Indeed, in the ductile law one preserves a residual jump  res  at the time of the
setting in contact of the lips (see following part). 

3.2.2 Vector forced

The energy of  surface defined previously  is not  derivable  in  the following cases:  n=0  (perfect

adhesion before starting if e=0  or case of the contact), and ( n=  (vertical discharge if e=0 ).

The noted vector forced   is then defined like pertaining to under differential (generalization of the
concept of derived) of the density of energy of surface.

∈∂  (23)

  
This unit  coincides with  derived at  the points where this one is derivable  and a set  of  derivative
directional  possible  in  the contrary  case.  For  more details  one will  refer  to Doc.  R7.02.13 of  the
elements of interface. 
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Figure 9: Vector forced in various states of cracking: 
healthy (9.1), damaged (9.2 and 9.3) and broken (9.4).

  
On figure 9 one represents the various stages of evolution of the law if  e≠0 . In the contrary case,
the slopes of initial adherence and adherence/discharge are infinite. 

Definition of the evolution of the threshold
As we saw in the preceding part,  the irreversibility  is controlled by a noted threshold   . Its initial

value is fixed at  e , indeed it  is considered that there is no dissipation of energy in the phase of
adhesion.

– In the case where  e=0  evolution of  the threshold   ,  of  an increment of  loading to the

other, is given classically by: 
+
=max- , n

– In the case where  e≠0  evolution of  the threshold   ,  of  an increment of  loading to the

other, is given by 
+
=maxmax - ,e  ,n .

– Moreover, one limits to c  the value of  .

These three points can be summarized in the following condensed writing:

 
+
=minmax max - ,e  , n , c  

The variable threshold enables us to define the three states of the cohesive crack (magazines figure
9): 

Healthy : =e

Damaged : e c

Broken : =c

Definition of the residual jump of contact
In the event of discharge one makes the choice to maintain a jump residual irreversible noted res  for
the taking into account of the contact (see figure 9). That is justified from a mechanical point of view.
Indeed, it is considered that fasciés of the ductile rupture are kicked up a rumpus enough and that the
lips of crack are not restuck perfectly at the time of a refermeture. The residual jump east defines in
the following way (see figure 10): 

 res=−e /c  

with   current price of the critical stress of the law, this quantity is given by:

 =max 0 , min c , c 
−c

 p−c
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Figure 10: Cohesive law for a damaged state.

 Remarks : In the case “healthy” the contact is logically taken into account starting from a null jump
(see figure 9.1). In the “broken” case , the residual jump of contact corresponds to the critical jump of
opening of crack c  (see figure 9.4). 

Definition of the cohesive law:
While  being based on the quantities introduced previously  one can adopt a writing of  the normal
constraint function of the normal opening in a way general, valid for the three states of cracking  :

      CZM_TRA_MIX:

      n  n{
∈]−∞,0 ]  si  n=res  et e≠0         contact

∈]−∞ , ]  si  n=res  et e=0         contact + adhésion parfaite 

=
c

e

n−   si  resn≤  et e≠0    adhésion extrinsèque

=min c ,c

 n−c

 p− c

  si n≤c                   dissipation

=0  si  nc                        rupture finale

 (24)

T T =C T  où T=t  ou  ( comportement élastique)  (see 3.4 for the definition of C  ) 

In the cases where energy is derivable the tangent module is easy to determine. Let us give the value
of this last for the phases of adhesion, dissipation and rupture: 

 

∂n

∂n {
=
c

e

 si  resn≤  et e≠0     adhésion extrinsèque

=
c

 p−c

 si  np  et n≤c     dissipation adoucissant

=0  si  n p                     dissipation plateau

=0  si  nc                            rupture finale

     

 
∂T

∂T

=C  
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3.3 Cohesive law for tiredness CZM_FAT_MIX

This law is intended to model the propagation of  crack by tiredness in mode I. It  is close to those
presented previously, the principal  difference relates to the irreversibility  of  cracking.  The latter  is
based on the office plurality of opening during cycles of loading. This ingredient is essential to give an
account of tiredness with the cohesive models. For theoretical information on this point, the reader can
refer to Jaubert and Marigo (4.

3.3.1 Energy DE surfaces

The energy of surface  , definite on a discontinuity  , depends on the jump of normal displacement

between  the  lips  of  the  crack:  n  and  of    variable  interns  threshold  which  manages  the
irreversibility of cracking. The latter memorizes the office plurality of opening during cycles of loading.
Its law of evolution between two successive increments of loading I and i+1 is written: 

̇=〈̇n〉  

where the operator 〈. 〉  indicate the positive part and the point the difference of the values out of I and

i+1. Thus   evolve only when the normal jump increases and remains constant in the contrary case. 

The energy of surface is in the following way defined: 

 n ,=∫  n ,d   (25)

with the density of energy of surface: 

n ,=I
ℝ

+n  

where Iℝ+  indicating function translating the condition of noninterpenetration of the lips of the crack:

I
ℝ+n={∞  sin0

0  si n≥0
 

and   density of in the following way definite cohesive energy:

CZM_FAT_MIX: 

={
− c

2

4G c


2
c  si ≤2G c / c

Gc  si ≥2G c / c

 T =
1
2

C T
2 T=t  ou 

 (26)

Note: 
• A rigidity is introduced  C  in mode of slip for digital questions. This mode of rupture

does not dissipate energy and is not intended to be activated.
• C depends on a digital parameter selected by the user (see part 3.4 ) 

  
3.3.2 Vector forced

The energy of surface defined previously is not derivable compared to the jump in the following cases:

n=0 (starting) and ̇n=0  (the jump does not evolve). The noted vector forced   east defines as
pertaining to under differential (generalization of the concept of derived) of the density of energy of
surface.

n∈∂n  (27)
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This unit coincides with the derivative at the points where this one is derivable: 

n  n=
∂

∂

∂

∂n

 

with
∂

∂
={c 1−



c

  si c

0  si ≥c

, 
∂

∂n

={1  si ̇n0  et  n≠0

0  si ̇n0  et  n≠0
and c=2G c / c

and with a set of derivative directional possible in the contrary case. For more details one will refer to
Doc. R7.02.13 of the elements of interface. For the law CZM_FAT_MIX the modes are uncoupled, one
clarifies under differentials (whole of scalars) for each one of them:

Mode I :

- Adhesion before starting ( =0  and n=0 ) : 

∂n={xn∈ℝ ; xn≤ c}  

- Load / Discharge return to zero ( ̇n0 ) and condition of contact: 

∂n={x n ; x n≤0  et n≥0  et xnn=0}  

- Load / Vertical discharge ( ̇n=0 ) : 

∂ n={n ;0≤≤
 ' 


}  

- Damage and rupture ( ̇n0 ) : 

∂n={ ' }  

Mode II  or III : 
- Behavior linear: 

∂T ={ ' T } ,  T = t  ou   

Figure 11: Form of the cohesive law CZM_FAT_MIX

One can present  the cohesive  law  CZM_FAT_MIX by  adopting  a  more  usual  writing.  The normal

constraint is expressed n  according to the current jump n
i  for various values of the threshold at

the previous moment 
i-1  (see figure 11):

Case i-1
=0  : configuration with starting (milked dotted on figure 11)
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  n  n
i
={ c 1−

n
i

c

  si 0n
i
≤c

0  si  n
i
c

  and  condition of starting n 0≤c

Case 0i-1
c : current configuration (milked continuous on figure 11)

  n  n
i
={

0  si 0 n
i
n

i-1

 c 1−


i-1
n

i
−n

i-1

         c

  si  n
i-1
n

i
≤d c

0  si  n
i
d c

with {
d c= c sc/c

sc= c 1−


i-1
−n

i-1

    c


,

and condition of contact n 0≤0 ,

and condition of load/vertical discharge 0≤nn
i
 c 1−


i-1

 c



Case 
i-1
≥c  : configuration rupture 

  n  n
i
=0   si  n

i
0  and condition of contact n 0≤0

On  a  purely  illustrative  basis,  a  cyclic  evolution  of  constant  amplitude  of  the  jump  of  normal
displacement on a point of gauss led to the evolution of the constraint represented on figure 12. One
also represents the case there where the loading is monotonous. The evolution of the constraint is
then identical to that at the time of the first rise of the cyclic loading. What brings us to the following
remark:

Note:
•  The law CZM_FAT_MIX is equivalent to the law CZM_OUV_MIX as long as the loading is

monotonous. However, one cannot make sure of this condition in each point of gauss,
since it can subvernir local discharges of the structure even if the total loading grows. It
is  thus disadvised using the law of  tiredness  to  model  cracking under monotonous
loading. The risk is not to get the same result as with the law CZM_OUV_MIX.

Figure 12 : Evolution of the constraint during loadings 
monotonous and cyclic with the law CZM_FAT_MIX
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3.4  Digital parameters PENA_LAGR and RIGI_GLIS 

The formulation Lagrangian increased of  the model introduces a digital  parameter of  penalization,
noted PENA_LAGR in Code_Aster . This value, entered by the user under the keyword RUPT_FRAG , is
connected to  the scalar  which multiplies  the quadratic  term  of  Lagrangian (noted  r  in  R3.06.13
documentation) by the following relation: 

r=PENA_LAGR . c
2
/2Gc  

Note:
•  It is necessary that PENA_LAGR  either strictly higher than 1 so that the problem is well

posed (unicity  of  the solution).  For  more details on this point  one will  refer  to Doc.
R3.06.13 or to (6) . 

For  the  laws CZM_OUV_MIX, CZM_FAT_MIX and  CZM_TRA_MIX another  digital  parameter  is
necessary (besides the precedent),  it  determines the rigidity of  the behavior  in slip (parameter  C
introduced part  3.1.1 ) . It is noted RIGI_GLIS , it is connected to C  by: 

C=RIGI_GLIS .c
2/2Gc  

It  is pointed out that  these two laws have for vocation to only take into account the dissipation of
energy per cracking in  mode of  opening.  The rigidity  of  the slip only intervenes to treat  the case
numerically where one wishes to impose conditions of symmetry on the elements of interfaces. The
objective is to keep a rigidity in slip when the element is broken in opening. 

3.5 Internal variables
Laws  CZM_xxx_MIX each one nine internal  variables have.  From the point  of  view of  the law of
behavior, only first is stricto sensu an internal variable. The others provide indications on the state of
the element of interface to a given moment.

V1=  :  threshold in jump,  allows to take into account the irreversibility  of  cracking,  to see its
definition in the preceding ones part (specific to each law).

V2  : indicator of the mode law 

For    law    CZM_TRA_MIX  V2=−1  :  contact,  V2=0  :  initial  or  current  adherence,  V2=1  :

dissipation, V2=2 : final rupture, V2=3  : plate (see figure 13). 

Po  ur   other laws   CZM_xxx_MIX : V2=−1  : contact, V2=0  : initial or current adherence, V2=1  :

dissipation, V2=2  : final rupture, V2=3  : return to zero with worthless constraint (see figure 13). 

Figure 13 : Representation of the value of the V2 indicator 
for the laws CZM_OUV_MIX on the left and CZM_TRA_MIX on the right
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V3 :  indicator  of  damage  V3=0  if  healthy material,  V3=1  if  damaged material,  V3=2  if
material  broken  (see  examples  figures  9.1,9.2  and  9.4  for  CZM_TRA_MIX and  figure  7  for
CZM_OUV_MIX).

V4  : percentage of dissipated energy. 

V4=
c

Gc
1− c

4Gc
  for CZM_OUV_MIX and  CZM_TAC_MIX

V4=
res  c p− ec−

2G c

 for CZM_TRA_MIX

V5=V4×G c : value ofdissipated energy (see figure 14).

V6  : value ofcurrent residual energy : worthless for these laws (valid for CZM_xxx_REG). 

 V7=n  : normal jump, V8=t  : tangential jump, V9=  tangential jump (no one in 2D).

 

 

Figure 14 : Representation of dissipated energy V5 
(hatched part) for the laws CZM_OUV_MIX and CZM_TRA_MIX 

Note:
•  For the law CZM_FAT_MIX dissipated energy is equal to the sum of the surfaces of the

trapezoids  during  the  evolution  of  the  constraint  presented  on  figure  12.  Once  the
broken material point one notices that this energy is equal to the surface of the triangle
describes during a monotonous evolution. 

3.6 Cohesive law for a steel-concrete connection CZM_LAB_MIX

3.6.1 Energy of surface

This  model  was designed  to  model  the  behavior  of  a  steel-concrete  connection  in  a  reinforced
concrete structure. One will be able to refer to (9) for the construction and the validation of this model.
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The energy of surface  , definite on an interface  , depends on the jump of displacement through

the interface   and of the variable threshold interns   who manages the irreversibility of the slip.
The latter memorizes the greatest standard of the jump reached during the slip. Its law of evolution
between two successive increments of loading - and + is written:


+
=max- ,∥∥  

 
The energy of surface is in the following way defined: 

  ,=∫  ,d   (28)

with the density of energy of surface: 

 ,= max ∥∥ , I
ℝ

+   

where  I
ℝ+  is an indicating function which imposes the kinematics of  slip of  the interface. Various

possible kinematics (with the choice of the user) are mentioned in the table below:

Unilateral contact I
ℝ

+  ={∞ si n0
0  si n≥0

 

(29)

Slip in the tangent plan I
ℝ

+  ={∞ si n≠0
0  si n=0

 

(30)

One-way slip according to the vector t I
ℝ

+  ={0  si  ∥ t
∞ sinon

 

(31)

Density of cohesive energy   is such as:

CZM_LAB_MIX:
∂

∂
=0

/0


1/0


 (32)

This size is interpreted as the cohesive force with the interface according to the jump of displacement,
and is represented on figure 15. Parameters 0  and 0  adimensionner the force and displacement

allow, while    and   parameterize the shape of the curve. In practice, one must have  01
and 0  . 

One can calculate the point where the cohesive force is maximum, which is defined by:
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Figure 15 : Cohesive force according to the standard of the jump of displacement,
 law CZM_LAB_MIX.

{σc=
ααββ

(α+β)α+β
σ0

δc=
α
β
δ0

 

3.6.2 Vector forced

The energy of surface defined previously is not derivable when  ∥∥=   (vertical discharge of Heel-

Curnier type) like at the points of discontinuity of the indicatrix  I
ℝ+ . The noted vector forced   is

then defined like  pertaining  to  under differential  (generalization  of  the concept  of  derived)  of  the
density of energy of surface.

 . n∈∂   (33)

This unit  coincides with the derivative  at the points where this one is derivable  and with a set of
derivative directional possible in the contrary case. For more details one will refer to Doc. R7.02.13 of
the elements of interface. Let us specify here values taken by this unit when the law imposes an one-
way slip in the direction of the vector t  :

• Damage ( ∥∥=  and ˙∥∥0 ) :

∂ ={t . .n=−sgn t . 
∂

∂
∥∥}  

• Discharge/Revertical load ( ∥∥=  and ˙∥∥=0 ) :

∂ ={t . .n=−sgn t .    avec  0
∂

∂
}  

• Discharge/Refill with worthless constraint ( ∥∥  ) : 

  ∂ ={t . .n=0}  
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4 Piloting of the loading by elastic prediction

The piloting of the loading, is available for the cohesive laws of behavior (except for  CZM_FAT_MIX
where the loading cyclic and is fixed by the user and CZM_TRA_MIX where a priori cracking is done
gradually). Of standard elastic prediction: PRED_ELAS (see [R5.03.80]), it makes it possible to follow
dissipative solutions presenting of instabilities. So that the algorithm describes in [R5.03.80] functions;
it is necessary that, in each point of Gauss, the cohesive law provides the solution   problem:

F el≃max
pt gauss {∥

0


1
∥−

-

Gc /c
- }=C  (34)

Moreover, the cohesive  law must provide the limited development of  the criterion  F el .  For more
details on this technique, one can also refer to 5.
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5 Keywords

5.1 Laws CZM_xxx_REG

Cohesive  laws of  behavior  CZM_EXP_REG and  CZM_LIN_REG are  used in  STAT_NON_LINE and
DYNA_NON_LINE.  They are usable  on elements of  joint  2D or  3D with  modelings:  PLAN_JOINT,
AXIS_JOINT or 3D_JOINT.

Four parameters are to be seized in DEFI_MATERIAU under the keywords RUPT_FRAG :

GC : density of energy of surface criticizes (Pressure X Length)
SIGM_C : constraint criticizes (Pressure)
PENA_ADHERENCE : penalization of adherence.
PENA_CONTACT : penalization of the contact (optional being worth 1 by default).

The  keyword  RUPT_FRAG_FO allows  to  make  depend  the  parameters  on  the  temperature  (see
documentation of DEFI_MATERIAU [U4.43.01]).

Orders
STAT_NON_LINE BEHAVIOR RELATION CZM_EXP_REG

CZM_LIN_REG
DYNA_NON_LINE BEHAVIOR RELATION CZM_EXP_REG

CZM_LIN_REG
AFFE_MODELE MODELING PLAN_JOINT

AXIS_JOINT
3D_JOINT

DEFI_MATERIAU RUPT_FRAG GC
SIGM_C
PENA_ADHERENCE
PENA_CONTACT

RUPT_FRAG_FO GC
SIGM_C
PENA_ADHERENCE
PENA_CONTACT

These cohesive laws of behavior are tested in statics: to see case test SSNP118 (Doc. [V6.03.118]),
SSNP133 (Doc. [V6.03.133]), SSNA115 (Doc. [V6.01.115]) and  SSNV199 (Doc. [V6.03.199]) and in
dynamics: case test SDNS105 (Doc. [V5.06.105]).

5.2 Laws CZM_xxx_MIX

Cohesive  laws  of  behavior  CZM_TAC_MIX, CZM_OUV_MIX,  CZM_EXP_MIX,  CZM_TRA_MIX,
CZM_FAT_MIX and CZM_LAB_MIX are used in  STAT_NON_LINE (and DYNA_NON_LINE for the two
first). They are usable with all modelings of the type INTERFACE in 2D and 3D.

• For  the  laws  CZM_TAC_MIX, CZM_OUV_MIX,  CZM_EXP_MIX  and  CZM_FAT_MIX, quhearth
parameters are to be seized in DEFI_MATERIAU under the keyword RUPT_FRAG :

GC : density of energy of surface criticizes (Pressure X Length)
SIGM_C : constraint criticizes (Pressure)
PENA_LAGR : penalization of Lagrangian (optional, 100 by defaults).
RIGI_GLIS : rigidity  of  the slip,  only for  CZM_OUV_MIX and  CZM_FAT_MIX (optional,  10 by
defaults).
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KINEMATICS : Determine the modes of opening authorized by the law CZM_TAC_MIX. It can be
a question of a condition of contact (‘UNILATERAL‘), a slip in the tangent plan (’GLIS_2D‘) or a
slip in only one direction (’GLIS_1D‘). (optional,’UNILATERAL‘by default)

• For  the  law  CZM_TRA_MIX six parameters  are  to  be  seized  in  DEFI_MATERIAU under  the
keyword RUPT_DUCT :

GC : density of energy of surface criticizes (Pressure X Length)
SIGM_C : constraint criticizes (Pressure)
COEF_EXTR: coefficient of form of the trapezoid (without dimension)
COEF_PLAS: coefficient of form of the trapezoid (without dimension)
PENA_LAGR : penalization of Lagrangian (optional, 100 by defaults).
RIGI_GLIS : rigidity  of  the slip,  only for  CZM_OUV_MIX and  CZM_FAT_MIX (optional,  10 by
defaults).

• For  the  law  CZM_LAB_MIX six parameters  are  to  be  seized  in  DEFI_MATERIAU under  the
keyword RUPT_DUCT :

SIGM_C  : Bearable maximum constraint by the steel-concrete interface. 
GLIS_C  : Slip for which the constraint with the interface is maximum. 
ALPHA: Parameter of form of the law of steel-concrete adherence for a weak slip. 
BETA: Parameter of form of the law of steel-concrete adherence for a great slip.
PENA_LAGR : Penalization of Lagrangian (optional, 100 by defaults).
KINEMATICS : Determine  the modes of  slip  authorized by the law of  interface. It  can be a
question of a condition of contact (‘UNILATERAL‘), a slip in the tangent plan (’GLIS_2D‘) or a slip
in only one direction (’GLIS_1D‘). (optional,’UNILATERAL‘by default)

Orders
STAT_NON_LINE BEHAVIOR RELATION CZM_TAC_MIX

CZM_OUV_MIX
CZM_EXP_MIX
CZM_FAT_MIX
CZM_TRA_MIX

AFFE_MODELE MODELING PLAN_INTERFACE
PLAN_INTERFACE_S
AXIS_INTERFACE
AXIS_INTERFACE_S
3D_INTERFACE
3D_INTERFACE_S

DEFI_MATERIAU RUPT_FRAG GC
SIGM_C
PENA_LAGR
RIGI_GLIS
KINEMATICS

RUPT_DUCT GC
SIGM_C
COEF_EXTR
COEF_PLAS
PENA_LAGR
RIGI_GLIS

CZM_LAB_MIX SIGM_C
GLIS_C
ALPHA
BETA
PENA_LAGR
KINEMATICS
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Cbe cohesive laws of behavior are tested in statics: to see for example the cases test SSNP118 (Doc.
[V6.03.118]), SSNP139 (Doc. [V6.03.139]), SSNA115 (Doc. [V6.01.115]), SSNV199 (Doc. [V6.03.199]),
SSNP151 (Doc. [V6.03.151], SSNA120 (Doc. [V6.01.120].
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7 Description of the versions of the document

Version
 Aster

Author (S) 
Organization
(S)

Description of the modifications

6.3 J.LAVERNE
EDF-
R&D/AMA

Initial text

7.2 J.LAVERNE
EDF-
R&D/AMA

Evolution of the element of joint 
- addition of a second point of gauss
-  addition  of  one  3rd  variable  internal:  percentage  of  dissipated
energy - Penalization of closing (contact).
- Piloting: modification of criterion PRED_ELAS

8.4 J.LAVERNE
EDF-
R&D/AMA

- Penalization for initial rigidity 
- addition of one 4th variable interns 4 

9.5 J.LAVERNE
EDF-
R&D/AMA

Addition of laws CZM_OUV_MIX and CZM_TAC_MIX

10.1 J.LAVERNE
EDF-
R&D/AMA

Addition of law CZM_FAT_MIX 

10.4 J.LAVERNE
EDF-
R&D/AMA

Addition of law CZM_TRA_MIX, modification of the definition of the
local  reference  mark  of  the  EI  with  the  nautical  angles
(ANGL_REP) and more with the angles of Euler (ANGL_EULER).

11.3 Mr. David
EDF-
R&D/AMA

Addition of law CZM_LAB_MIX and the KINEMATIC keyword

12.1 S.  Michel-
Ponnelle
EDF-
R&D/AMA

Addition of law CZM_EXP_MIX
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